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products are now available with

armani casa

luxurious and understated!
- Ten years from its launch, the Armani/Casa division
of the Giorgio Armani Group has established itself
as a global leader in the luxury interiors market.
- Synonymous with an elegant and contemporary
lifestyle, Armani/Casa is the expression of Giorgio
Armani’s own vision of the home as an intimate but
sophisticated setting with an atmosphere of comfort
and harmony.
- Effective immediately, the entire Armani Casa
Collections I, II and III are available on all CINEAK
product. The collection offers over 50 different fabrics.
- for more details visit: www.rubeli.com and select the
Armani Casa collection.

acoustical panels,
theater design services,
acoustically-transparent fabrics
Turn any room into a pleasant home entertainment environment with the best in
sound and design. CINEAK acoustical design panels are your solution, along with
CINEAK/TK LIVING design services and TK LVIING acoustically transparent fabrics.
CINEAK design services provide a luxury, standardized home theater design package, based on the work and expertise of Theo Kalomirakis and Mitra Theaters. The
room design can reflect distinct theater design styles, such as TRADITIONAL, ART
DECO and CONTEMPORARY. Each design is adapted to the dimensions of the client’s space and includes floor and ceiling plans, elevations, sightline study, column
fabrication detail and integration of electronics, etc.

www.cineak.com
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cosymo seating
a new wave of modularly - built sectional sofa seating
- availability of different seating elements: one seater,
wide seat, two-seater, end-seat with fixed armrest,
middle armrests, chaise lounge beds, etc.
- unique diamond-stitched patterns

- exclusive wood veneers (ex. tiger-eye, piano black,
maple burl, etc.)
- recessed, backlit table in armrest (marble or frosted glass)

articulating headrest now motorized
Most of CINEAK’s theater seating products have an articulating headrest and now we offer
this feature as a MOTORIZED option. That’s right! At the push of a button the headrest
moves forwards/backwards and can be adjusted to your desired viewing position.
The push button is available in black or silver.

www.cineak.com
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sienna seating
presenting a new wave of ergonomic thinking
- “zero-gravity” mechanism for ultimate comfort
- articulating headrest
- different stitching patterns available:
horizontal, vertical or no stitching
- available as modular theater chair or
stand-alone lounge chair on swivel

fortuny luxury edition
our best-seller: now available with exclusive finishes!
- exotic wood veneers in high-gloss finish
(ex. Tiger-eye, Maple Burl, Piano Black, etc.)
- combination of superior leathers with Alcantara®
- distinct contrast stitching
- available on both the recliner and
incliner FORTUNY model.

www.cineak.com
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ferrier seating
the ultimate combination of style and comfort
- unique diamond-stitched patterns
- manual or dual-motorized recline mechanism
- articulating headrest
- ability to automate chair due to contact
closure control

new luxury accessories
- collection of high-quality fur-imitations plaids and pillows:
Puma, Timberwolf, Leopard, Wildcat and Chinchilla.
- marble side tables which can be back-lit, available in:
Crema Valentia, Carrera and Onyx
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